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type has actually become reversed: Tertullian, the acute
thinker, becomes the man of feeling, while Origcn becomes
the scholar and loses himself in the intellect Logically,
of course, it is quite easy to reverse the state of affairs
and to say that Tcrtullian had always been the man of
feeling4 and Driven the intellectual. Disregarding the
fact that the difference of type is not done away with
by this procedure, but exists as before, the reversed point
of view has still to be explained ; how comes it that
Tcrtullian saw his most dangerous enemy in the intellect,
while On^.n in sexuality ? One could say they were
both deceived, and one could advance the fetal result of
both lives by way of argument, One must assume, If
that were the case, that both had sacrificed the less im-
portant thing, and thus to a certain extent both had
made a bargain with fate. That is also a view which
contains a principle of recognisable validity. Are there
not just such sly-boots among the primitives who
approach their fetish with a black hen under the arm,
saying; "Hoc, here is thy sacrifice, a beautiful black
pig." I am, however, of opinion that the depreciatory
method of explanation, notwithstanding the unmistakable
relief which the brdinary human being feels in dragging
down something great, is not under all circumstances the
correct one, even though it may appear to be very ' bio-
logical* But from what we can personally know of these
two great ones in the realm of the mind, we must say
that their whole nature and quality had such sincerity
that their Christian conversion was neither a fraudulent
enterprise nor mere deceit, but had both reality and
truthfulness*
We shall not lose ourselves upon a by-path if we take
this opportunity of trying to grasp what is the psychological
meaning of this breaking of the natural instinctive course
(which is what the Christian process of sacrifice seems to

